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Preface 

This internal report represents an early 
version of the manuscript to the review paper 
"Inner Shell Ionization by Incident Nuclei". 

Due to lack of time the present version 
contains several errors and omissions. To the 
parties involved I beg to excuse the shortcomings! 
these are hopefully eliminated in the end product. 

J..M.H. 
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Jonannes M. Hansteen 
vpartment of Theoretical Physic.* 

University -' Hergen, Norway 
(Keview article intended :or "Advances In Atomic and 
Mole.-ular Ph sics", Vol.. -1) 

Abstract: The atomic Coulomb excitation process induced by 
impinging heavy '-harged projm • : le.<; su<-h d; protons, 
deuterons, a - particles, arid complex heavy ions, in 
ieviewed with emphasis on tie several theoretical models 
of the Coulomb ionization by bare \- rident nuclei. rtecent. 
experimental and theoretical efforts have lead to improved 
understanding of the atomi' Coulomb excitation as well as to 
discovery of new types of ionization mechanisms in the seneral 
ion-atom collisions. The following models of the inner 
shell Coulomb ionization are mentioned: the Plane Wave Born 
Approximation (PWBA); the modified FWBA model; the Binary 
encounter Approximation (BhA); the Semi-Classical Approximation 
(SCA); the Perturbed-Stationary-State model (PS5). The 
structure of the SCA model is 'sore thoroughly treated with 
stress on the simplicity of V.,?. underlying pl:y.-vica picture. 
Advantages of tlv* impact parameter formulation of the SCA 
model are strongly underlined. 

Experiment •»! results on single Coulomb ionizations of 
the K-, T,., and M-shells and of *he connected sub-shells by 
protons are compared with predi'.'. -ons, mainly from t'ic SCA 
picture. Most calculations are sased c- straight line pro
jectile paths and non-relaMvistic hyd/-cgen-like target 
election-wave functio'.;.. •'. .-erved. -orrelatrnns between 
scattered protons and Co-jlomb indu.---.ri characteristic X-rayi-
are providing satisfactory confirmations of the SCA predictions 
for K-shell iorization of medium weight target elements (e.g. 
Ag,i. For p>-:-.on induced !,-shell ionizations in a heavy target 
(Au) straight, line SCA predictions appe.-..-- as yet to be somewhat 
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less 3at :.8fa<'tory. 
A rimple-mlnded :>\IA pJ, -ture of multiple Coulomb 

ionizations is sketched, comparing with experiments using 
deuterons and a - particles as projectiles, the BEA model as 
well as the SCA model seemingly work reasonably well for 
multiple Coulomb ionizations by stripped light ions. 

findings on î lf.̂ tecl background effects in ion-atom 
collisions are commented upon with particular reference to 
practical implications for the multi-element trac/e analysis 
by proton induced X-ray emission. 

In conclusion, tentative future aspects or" atomic 
"oulomb excitation by incident nuclei and ions are discussed. 
The recently discovered interplay between "oulomb induced 
processes and united atom phenomena is especially mentiored. 
Although the simple ionization models have yielded valuable 
'.nsights, it is suggested that this branch of collision physics 
is now (197^) reaching a turning point where new notions and 
more advanced and unifying models are highly needed. 
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L. Intr. Iri 1. :. 

The pro-es T ex itatjori ar i i. n tuition : lr.r.er 

ele-tron shells '. , >| Inning heavy harmed parti ler ^u a 

as protons, deut-"- ;.-', i -part l>: 1»-. , --rui omple.a heavy 

Ions In general, aar t-een under tnve.;: lgallon .sin. e U.I-

early days of a tor ' • and nulear ;hy .: s. In fa t, HIM.--:., 

Rutherford an;) :\',-. •-.•! 1 aborator .> use,; natural i - ra.\ -a ar >•••• 

to Induce what tod!.,- woul ! be ienoter ar atom! JUILT.I 

excitation or i. :..;• i:ior. { 'hadwl K, ; >\j; hutlierford -ir ! 

Richardson, 'sj + i; nadwi- k and i.u.ist..., i":^-'). ..per'-:' ",\.v 

these effects ..i "• 'lrther 'nve ! 1 gated over the year. , 

experimental l.v • ••.'" i 1 a,-: theoretic-ally • r-nthe and -rånr, 

1928; Bethe, !>• ; lianneberg, ..''.'; oat.-:, IT''; leter, 

±956). Probabl; owing tc the rai id advan es of nu lear 

Physics in tn*1 '. ''" ' r , not ;:.•: n happened for T period a flis 

particular resci- n flel.l. iiowi-v.;r, a.; a by-proriu t. of he 

work -onnected wir.n nuclear Coulo-ri, exitat'an, tne interest 

for heavy parti. '. :r. .lut.ed inner .-'.ell . .,n'zation pee-or.ena 

was re-awakened •,-Hu-i.' and /upar ' ~, i'"•-,•;; Huu:; et a I. , : , ;-f; 

Alder et al. , V-** *. .- nigh-...< cor i rener;:; Ive ies-r i r ' '. on -f 

the status of tr,er-e resear-he:> n\ to : "',..-• har. been P;i\'"-:. in 

a review arti' ° uy 'lerzba. her an I 1c-/'. := .'V-Vi. ;• '.'•':'"' 

a ser.' • "lasslca; rc-ory for aU'iri-. Coulomb ex-ita* :. :; v..i_. 

worked out ( Barif;, and Hansteen, I'.'O; to oe mentioned ar. :>.H., 

1959 in the following text). Thi- par' -ui-.r model appeared 

to serve its purpose well, predicting results in reasonable 

agreement with the scant experimental data availabl" at that 

time (Messelt, l'):>'-, and references quoted tierein). 

A remarkable revival of trie interest in inner shell 

ionization phenomena from ion-atom collisions has taken place 

in the last few years. One reason for this revival may be the 

improved availability of accelerated heavy ions, another the 

mur'n improved «:•• y.< r-lir.r-ntal counter and coincidence te hniques. 

The works of Ar. brust.er and coworke -s • , "i6'i) on X.-ra;. 

i-rodj;tii:-i in t'ssjon 't,|jnent • •::>: Visions in matter, in-lurJing 

'„hose of Speeha U •<">..), and of I'tsin et al. (1970), and in 

addition that or ..aegsgaard and -ollaborators (l°7i}, should be 
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mer t.loncd among the pioneering contributions. In particular, 
the work of Specht (1965) lead to the dls, overy of the so-
called level matching effect (Saris, ' r/l). Indicating 
completely new types of phenomena combined with the expected 
direct ..'oulomb ionization effect caused by the l'l-slon 
fragments. A very thorough review paper by Ga^-ia et al. 
(197.J) gives an elucidating expose of the present understan
ds g of inner shell vacancy production In ion-atom >'ollicior.s. 

The -ollision me-nanisms responsible for the creation of 
inner shell va-^ncies in heavy charged projectile impacts 
avi at present roughly divided into two distinct ..ypes or 
r̂ s&ions, depending on the magnitude c.' the bombarding 
energies as well a.i on tne ratio cttween fie projetlle and 
target mclear charges. (The impa t energies of most 'urrent 
interest are n the kilo electron-*elt (*e7) and mega electron-
vol.t (MeV) regions. ) 

One Jf the said regions encomp isscs "slow1' -ollislons 
between heavy tons in general and atom:-. .-•;/ snow is here 
meant eclllsion velocities small compare': wit!, the inner shell 
electron velocities In question. .-imultarienu ly, the 
projectile to target nuclear charge ratios snouId be of the 
ord€:r of magnitude of about unity. In this ase the electron 
cloi.ds of the colliding systems »;lli overlap and gjve rise to 
so-callec. Pauli excitations (Brandt and Laubert, "^70), 
provided the collision is slow enough to permit formation of 
a short-lived quasi-i. i,lecular state. Under cuch circumstances 
v.iie treatment of inner shell vacancy formations is presently 
based on the molecular-orbital. (MO) model (Fano and Lichten, 
1965; Barat and Lichten, 197?). The inner shell va-ancies 
are here pictured as being due to the promotion of electrons 
in the combined orbital system of the diatomic quasi-molecule 
to vacant higher-lying energy levels. A detailed account of the 
achievements of the Fano-Lichten electron promot!jn model has 
recently been given in a review p^per by Kessel s.nC yastrup 
(-••97J;. In the present review we will only touch upon this 
type of united atom phenomena. 

The other region of interest connected with inner shell 
vacancy formation, encompasses collisions involving heavy 
charged particles as pro+ons, deuteron*, a-particles etc. 
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Here several irvlels, to be reviewed below, are In use for 
the calculation of quantities connected with Inner shell 
ionizations. A feature common to most of these models is 
that the Incoming particle Is treated as a point charge 
perturbing the target ator> system. For the application of 
a perturbation approach, this demands the projectile to 
target charge ratios to be much smaller than unity. The 
excitation mechanism considered Is simply the direct Coulomb 
interaction between the proje'tlle and the target electron, 
I.e. atomic Coulor̂ ) ionization with the final state of i'ie 
electron being in the continuum. une might suspect that 
processes including other Intermediate electron states 
would compete with the direct Ionization. However, as long 
as the projectile to target charge ratio is small compared 
to unity, the Pauli principle strongly prohibits such 
transitions as a substantial part of the available target 
electron levels are already occupied. In contrast to this, 
when the projectile to target charge ratio approaches unity, 
one .night from analogous reasoning v.ell imagine transitions 
involving other intermediate state;; to become dominating. 

The validity of this reasoni.".]- in the case of a smal 
projectile to target charge ratio is supported by a recent 
contribution of Reading (197}). Here it is considered in the 
Born approximation K-shell lilectrons being excited above the 
Fermi sea by a heavy charged projective. The direct process 
is shown to yield a correct description to all 0,-ders as long 
as an independent particle model, of t̂ e atom is assumed. 

We shall limit ourselves mainly to the Coulomb ionization 
phenomenon, stressing the importance of the single as well as 
multiple Coulomb ionization processes. One justification for 
ti-iis is that recently (197!)) a quantitative picture for these 
particular phenomena appears io be emerging, Moreover, although 
a unifying model for the description of ion-atom collisions 
seems to be very far away, the acnievments of the simple-minded 
pictures r.:ay nevertheless provide a firm basis for future 
wor* and insight. 

In the following section we shall briefly mention existing 
methods for the treatment of inner shell Coulomb ionizations. 
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Hartl 'ular stress will be put on the structure of the seml-
classlc;.;. (SCA) model. This will be followed by a i-rltl-al 
survey of experimental results on single :ouljrab Ionizations 
• <mparea wltr- theoretical predictions). In further sections 
a simple-minden SCA pl'-ture of multiple .'oulomb Ionizations 
will be sketched. Limitations to the o"A picture will be 
stated and the Interplay with othe • types of phenomena 
Indicated. Finally, rome tentative- future aspects of 
Coulomb ionization pro-esses ..-ill be considered. 

II. Theoretical treatments of V-- Cou)omb ionization 
process. 

A. Purvey of models In --m-rent use. 
Various theoretical models are at present used for the 

treatment of the itomi" Coulomb excltatlc:. or Ionization, 
"oramon to these virion-, descriptions ij that they, within 
thei;- respective re.jic.is of validity, to a large extent have 
yielded satisfactory descriptions of experimental data. We 
shal. briefly review a few important features haracterizing 
each of these models. 

1. The P\zr-e Wave born Approximation. 
The first treatment By 'V.ianturr, mechanics cf the ionization 

process was based on trie bethe-born approximation (Behte, 19J0; 
Merzbaoher and Lewis, ITjS). In this approximation the Incident 
charged particles are treated as plan waves, whereas the target 
electrons are described by hydrogeni'- lave functions. The 
inte-action between the projectile and tne electro-? is treated 
to f.irst order. The significant contribution of Henneberg (193?) 
yielded a partial justification Co. the use of Lae plane wave 
Born approximation (hereafter denoted as Frfi?A). The PrfBA 
formula for the differential cross section for Coulomb ejection 
of a target electron with final energy E„ is given by 

do kit 2 4 'l / da . ,, > 
f * * q Q

 q 



^ 

le frir) v,ir) dr r. (?) 
f ' 

Here Z.e, M., and K are the charge, mass and energy of the 
projectile. Further, q denotes th' momentirr. transfer with 
q its minimum value. The quantities w, f are thp 
electron wave functions ln the Initial tind final states, 
respectively. The summation in i , {?) is extended over 
all final electron states. 

The condition for the born approximation to be valid 
for tne description of a collLsirc between two particles 
with charges Z e and Z,.e, projectile and target, respectively, 
is given by the inequality 

Z.Z„e 
-^— « i, (3) 

with v. being the relative velo ity of the parti-les 
(Williams, lgV-': Bohr, 1918). We shall return to this 
inequality in onne:tion wit;i the semi-classical :.3proxi-
mation model. 

;ion-relativisti • 'oulomb wave functions have been used 
in Kq. (3) for the calculation of total ionization cross 
sections f^r various electron she-is (Henneberg, 1933; 
Merzbacher and Lewis, 19<j8; Khai.delwal et al. , 1969; Ihoi 
et al., 1973". It appears that bombarding energy dependences 
of the total Coulomb ionization cros? sections are qualitatively 
well, described by PWBA calculations. This is well supported 
by experiments on K-shell Coulomb ionizations (Rutledge and 
Watson, 1973). However, in particular for K-shell ionizations 
the agreement between experiments and non-relativistic FWBA 
calculations is bad in the following two cases: 

1) For very heavy target atoms, 
?) At-low projectile energies. 

For the heavy target atoms the PWBA Coulomb ionization cross 
sections are too small. Jamnik and Zupancic (1957) have 
repeated the PcBA K-shell calculations with relatjvistic wave 
functions for the electrons. The relativistic increase of 
the electron density near the origin giveu rise to an enlarge
ment of the ionization cross sections, Improving the agreement 
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with «xperlmentE considerably. 
In the low-energy region, the Inequality In Eq.(3) 

Is no longer fulfilled. This manifests Itself In too 
large PWBA crons sections as compared to experiments. This 
fact became the impetus for the developement of the semi-
classical approximation model for atomic Coulomb excitation. 

2. The modified PWBA model. 
Due to the shortcomings of the FWBA model in comparison 

with experimental data, corrections have been incorporated 
Into this model. The physical backp,round' for these correc
tions are as follows i Brandt et al., 1966; Basbas et al., 
1973a). l) The presence of a moving projectile with finite 
charge inside the electron shell in question, leads to an 
increase in the binding energy felt by the electron to be 
ejected ("binding energy effect"). J) Inspired by the 
semi-classical model for atomic Coulomb excitation, cf. 
Section II, A, k, the Coulomb deflection of the projectile in 
the field of the target nucleus is approximately incorporated 
in the formulae. This procedure has lead to a considerable 
improvement over the unmodified PWBA results (Brandt and 
Laplcki, 197^). One might object that in particular the 
binding energy effect has beer, incorporated in the model in 
a somewhat intuitive way. However, the perturbed stationary 
state approach to be mentioned below (Basbas et al., 1973b), 
rather naturally leads to the inclusion of this modification. 

3. The binary encounter approximation. 
Hather recently Garcia (19"0 a, b) has introduced the 

bir.iry encounter approximation model (BEA) for the treatment of 
inner shell ionizaY.-i.ons by heavy charged particles. The 
underlying principles in this method for the study of atomic 
impact processes were given by Gryzinski (1965). In this model 
the ionization process it-: considered as a classical impact 
between the projectile and a free target electron. The role 
ascribed to the rest of thfc atom is simply to provide the 
considered electron with a velocity distribution in its initial 
Si" -i. It should be noted that the BEA model may be looked upon 
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as an example of the Impulse approximation iVrlens, 1969); 
hence an agreement with the HW3A model at higher projectile 
energies is not surprising. Prom this rather simple, but 
highly applicable model a scaling lr.w Is obtainable (Garcia, 
1970 b). This law permits direct scaling of the total 
ionization cross sections o Cor the respective inner ele tron 
shells for all target charges according to the binding 
energy of the electron shell in question. For the K-shell 
ionization the sealing law may be written in the following 
form, 

with g to a good approximation being a universal function, 
ani the quantity E„ denoting the K-shell binding energy. In 

is. 
particular for protons inducing K-shell ionizatiot: the BEA 
model had yielded cress sections in impressively good agreement 
with experiments. At lower bombarding energies the agreement 
with measurements is not as gv-1. However, approximate 
corrections for the nuclear repulsion of the projectile makes 
the agreement better (Garcia, i970 a). 

Attempts have been done to improve the BEA model. In the 
original version of the model relativist!;- effects on the 
velocity distribution and the mass of the target electron were 
not included. This has recently been carried through by 
Hans-en (1973)» resulting, however, in rather complicated 
computations. Furthermore, HcGuire (1971)) has within the frame 
of the BEA picture established an impact parameter description 
of atomic K-shell ionization cross sections, presumably inspired 
by the semi-classical approximation picture (B.H., 1959). 
The method appears to result in relatively simple computations, 
an'J rather satisfactory Egreement with the few available 
experimental data. However, as pointed out by the author him
self, conceptionally this extension of the BEA model seems not 
to be thoroughly indisputable. The uncertainty princLple 
appears not to be satisfied, and also the applied identification 
procedure for introducing the projectile path and thus the 
impact parameter might seem somewhat artificial. Further work 
may show whether this most recent extension of the BSA model is 



well rounded and fruitful. 

*t. The semi-classical approximation. 
The simplicity of the approach of the semi-classical 

approximation (SCA) model for atomic Joulomb excitation 
should be stressed. The motion of the impinging particle 
in the field of the target nucleus is treated classically, 
whereas the transition of the inner shell electron to the 
continuum is studied from the point of view of quantum 
mechanics. 

The necessary and sufficient condition for a classical 
treatment of the incoming, ionizing particle is (Bohr, 19^8) 

x - * " » l, (5) 
ftvl 

where, as above, the indices l and 2 refer to the projectile 
and target nucleus, respectively. Provided the condition in 
Eq. (5) is satisfied, the SCA theory permits calculations of 
differential as well as total Coulomb ionization cross sections 
(B.H., 1959» Hansteen and Mosebekk 1970, 1973). 

The treatment of the atomic Coulomb excitation in the 
SCA formulation has hitherto been based on first-order time-
dependent perturbation theory in impact parameter form and use 
of unperturbed single electron wave functions. As perturbing 
potential is used the Coulomb interaction between the bound 
inner shell electron and the naked projectile nucleus, 

v - - i , (6) 
Ir - R(t)| 

with _R(t) denoting the time-dependent position vector of the 
impinging particle and _r the position vector of the electron. 
By the introduction of hyperbolic paths in Eq. (6) it may be 
shown that the deflection of the bombarding particle in the 
Coulomb field of the target nucleus plays an important part for 
the magnitude of the ionization cross sections in the low-
energy region of the projectile. 

One further advantage of the SCA picture is that for high 
projectile energies, i.e. projectile paths degenerated into 
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atr- ight lines, the jCA model yields differential Coulomb 
ionization cross sections du/dEf exactly equivalent to the 
corresponding WBA expression (Frame, :931; B. H., 1969; 
Bethe and Jackiw, 1968). 

The computational difficulties connected with the 
application of the complete SCA model are very large. The 
straight line 3CA modification 1.» considerably more manageable 
and is at present lr. frequent use (E.g. Hansteen et al., 
1971- a, and references quoted therein). 

Further rtetalls concerning the oCA model win be outlined 
below. 

5. The Perturbed-Stattonary-otate Model. 
Very rersntly a formal framework for further work on the 

theory of atomic inner shell '..'oulomb ionizations by heavy 
charged particles has been given (Basbas et al.. 1973 b; Brandt 
and Lapicki, 1.9V*), From standard perturbed-stationary-state 
theory (Mott and Massey, 196^) f-.rmulae containing perturbed 
atomic wave functions have been developed. Atomic wave 
functions at the distance of closest approach of the projectile 
trajectory are exploited. It is noteworthy that for the case 
of one single atomic electron and unperturbed atomic state* 
an expression closely resembling the corresponding straight 
line SCA expression is obtained, cf. Eqs. (ll) and (16) in 
Section II, B, 1 below. More specifically the elgenfunctions 
used are those of the target atom perturbed by the projectile 
point charge at. rest at tne distance of closest approach from 
the target nucleus. 

9. The semi-classical model for Coulomb Ionization by 
heavy charged particles. 

1. Foundations and basic relations. 
The framework for the ::>':A model of the atomic Coulomb 

i/xcitation was given a rather long tin.e ago (B.I-'., l'">59). 
Only recently this model Has been extensively applied 
(Hansteen and Mosebekk, 1969, 1970, 1973; Choi and Merjbacher, 
1970; Hansteen, 197*). It n.ay b<* stated that the SCA model 
provides a descriptive physical picture for the analysis of 
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experimental data on atomic Coulomb excitation. An expose 
of the train of thoughts behind this model would therefore 
appear to be Justified, in particular with due stress put on 
points of current interest. 

Assume the physical situation to be as Illustrated in 
Figure 1 with 6 being the deflection angle of the impinging 
charged particle. The crucial inequality for the classical 
jrbital treatment in the S'Vl picture has already been 
mentioned in Eq. (5) above, i.e. H » ' being the necessary 
ana sufficient condition for ascribing a well-defined path 
to the projectile during the scattering in the target 
Coulomb field (Bohr, 19*8). 

In order that the perturbing potential in Eq. (6) 
should represent a srcs.ll perturbation, it is a necessary 
condition that the charge of the naked projectile nucleus is 
much smaller than that of the target nucleus, 

Z1 « Z ?. (7) 

Furthermore, H perturbation tteatir.ent is only valid when the 
efi'eot of the Ionization process on the projectile path is 
negligible, i.e. 

&E/E1 « l, (8) 
where 

££. * E B f E f. (9) 
Here E B denotes the binding anergy of the Coulomb ejected 
electron in the initial bound state, and Ef the final energy 
of this electron. 

The 3CA cross section for,.rG6ulomto ejection a? a bound 
electron to the continuum may'4* treated according to first-
order, time-dependent perturb^Sibn theory. Using the impact 
parameter formulation, tne d<^*t«ntlal -oss section for 
tie ejection o:- an atomic electron..is given by the expression 

^ - 5/^«-^'M* (10) 

http://srcs.ll
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with p being the Impact parameter and 
It may advantageously be written 

£ - . ? „ / p d p ( i £ - ) , 
o p 

00 

7 - ) - ± t / e l u t < r | v ( t ) | l > d t | 

-'». 

where 
^ do 
Var: 

di) 

(12) 

Is denoting the Ionization probability p*> • «-ncr-jy interval 
dii„ of the ejected elertron as a fun'-tlot ' x-u" impact 
parameter p. 

The ( :Oss section in r.q. (10) may ,* u-lt'cn lr: y 
slightly varied way as 

do 
"HE; i; - ̂? -V-VH / " ̂  l<*. I 

Ir-R(t) I r . (i3) 

In i q . (11!) has been introduce-: i? h a l f t r v d'.i-'tance of 
c l o s e s t approa-h in a liead-on i . o l l i s i o n , and t!".''- e c c e n t r i c i t y 
e of the hyperbe l l ' - pa th . We have 

d = hh* 
M v, o 1 s in 

l * -E* , 
d' 

( I t ) 

w', th M denoting the reduced muss of the projectile-target 
system. 

In general should be introduced a hyperbolic path for 
the impinging rar tide in Eq. (lj). A frequently used 
parametrl'" representation for this p.tth may be written as 
(Ter-Martlrosyan, iO'j?; Alder et al. , i956) 

x = d(c>r.h w + e) 
y = d JT* - l' sinhw 
7. = C 
R - d(t•coshw H l) 

t = — (t • sinhw + w). 
1 

(15) 

Following the standard procedure from the serai-classical 



theory of nuclear Coulomb excitation (Alder et al., 1956) 
a multipole expansion of the coulomb potential in Uqa. (6). 
(10) or (13) should be exploited. In the nuclear case the 
projectile is assumed to posess energy well below the top 
of the Coulomb barrier, thus remaining outside the target 
nucleus. This is not so in the atomic Coulomb excitation 
process. Collisions with impa-t parameters smaller than 
the radius of the atomic shell in question may well contri
bute substantially to the excitation cross section. This 
fact causes computations with the SCA model in the general 
case to become extremely Involved. 

For a moment we disregard the Coulomb repulsion of the 
Incident charged particle by the target nucleus. This la 
equivalent to picture the projectile as following a straight 
line path or possessing an Infinitely great mass. Assuming 
the projectile to move in the x-z plane of a coordinate system 
with its origin in the target centre of mass and its Z-axls 
in the direction of the Incoming particle, it is straight
forwardly shown that Eq. (1?) may be alternatively written 
as (B.H., 1959), 

(C L ' K^^""'"" ; V [-"-" [16) 

Here K (qQp) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind 
and zeroth order (Watson, 191*1!) with q the minimum momentum 
transfer q Q * «/v., and 

p 2 - (x - p ) 2 + / . (17) 
As already indicated in Section II, A, 4 it has been 

rigourously proved the equivalence between the straight 
line SCA expression from the proper combination of Eqs. (ll) 
and (l6) and the corresponding one obtained from the Bethe-
Born (PWBA) approximation. Thus, 

str. 1. 

(^) "(fr,) • < l 8 > 
1 SCA r PWBA 

At first glance it may appear paradoxical that a result 
which is derived undev the strict condition >t » 1, yields an 
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outcome which is valid in t.ie extreme opposite case 

H « l. However, the semi-classical K condition Is only 

essential when the projectile scattering angle Is Involved. 

Moreover, in the projectile energy region where H « l, the 

Coulomb ionization cross sections a^e so strongly forward 

peaked that cross sections originating from larger deflection 

angles are no longer of Interest as contributors to the 

total cross sections. Furthermore, the abo» e reasoning 

may be taken as a strong indicium that the ..oulomb 

ionization cross sections derived from a "Omplete 3"A 

picture are correct for all K values as long as no projectile 

scattering angle is involved, the conditions in Eqs. (7) 

and (8) being simultaneously satisfied. stated differently, 

the quantum mechanical diffraction phenomena under these 

circumstances appear to play no part for the 'oulomb 

ionization cross sections. 

Based on Eq. (l?) the ionization probability as a 

function of the impact parameter may be defined as follows, 

o v 

When all the above criteria, cf. Kqs. (i>), ('?'), and 

(8). are fulflllnd, we may write the differential 'oulomb 

ionization cross section as 

d o - i d ° R ,so, 

m ~ l

P • "arr - < ?°) 
where do /dfi denotes the Rutherford .scattering cross section. 

2. Structure of performed 3CA calculations. 

Only few calculations based >n the complete 3CA 

expression in Eq. (13) have bee.' carried through. For the 

emission of K-shell electrons In th^ adiaoA&l'' projectile 

energy region appropriate hyperbolic pathsjjfhave been 

considered (e.g. B.H., 1959). In thir . i*J5g£ region we know 

the monopole term in the perturbing po>.«rt̂ sÉJi! to be strongly 

dominating, the same being the case for t|3(iy£}.ectronic 
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s-s tri' Htlons. based on non-relativistlc Coulomb 
wave functions for the electrons (Alder and Winther, 1955) 
the analytical development was exact only up to a certain 
point [B.H., l9b9, Section i.b.(l)). An Involved approxima
tive treatment is yielding the following simple result, 

hyp. str. 1. 

G?) - «- ee) dCA f -JCA 

Ine adlabatlclty parameter 4 is defined by 

« Z X Z 2 e " AE « 
MoV «V, 

further notation 
5 = iQ for E f = 

( 2 1 ) 

(22) 

0. (23) 
She Coulomb deflection correction in Eq. (21) should only 
be considered as crude with a limited region of validity. 
However, a recent contribution by Kocbach (1971*), based on 
the exact formulae in the hyperbola case for K-shell 
ionization, is confirming the validity of the approximate 
relation 

h v P - _ir£ s t r- 1-
to ) - e ° (o ) (?«) 
* SCA SOA 

In the case of a copper target oo ing bombarded v.ith protons 
In the energy region u.3 - 5 MeV. - Thu validity of the 
relation in Eq. (?1|) is partially -onnected with the strong 
peaking of the electron ejection spectrum for E f * 0, 
Justifying the replacement ? ' ̂  in fciq. (?l). 

Further applications of the complete SCA model for 
Couloiua ionization would require the inclusion of hyperoolic 
paths for all multiplies, consideration of all final electron 
states, vnd extension cf the treatment to the various electron 
shells. With available computers {197*0 -irid sufficient 
motivation this may snui be feasible. 

In contrast to the hyperboli'- orbit.:, calculations within 
the 3CA picture with straight line projectile paths have proved 
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managable and useful also for otner than a-s transitions. 

Calculations with non-relativlstii hydrogen-like target 

electron wave functions Inserted for the bound and free 

electron, respectively, In F.q. (16) have been performed. 

It Is prssible after some lengthy procedure to -educe the 

Integral in E'q. (16) for the K-, L-, ind M-electron shells 

to a sum of integrals over one variable. The procedure 

follows a pattern developed In several papers ;:'.H., 1959; 

Hansteen and Mosebekk, 1970; Korbach, 197}; Karmaker, 1971*). 

It should be noted that all values of the electron final 

state angular momenta are included In the recent straight 

line computations. Moreover, the early analysis of th<» 

K-shell ionization within the 3CA picture (B.H., 1959) was 

based on the assura:-1ion that 

q 0 •» <*, q o » «., (25) 

whure a signifies the Inverse Bohr raaius of the -f.rget electron 

shell and flk the .noment'un of the ejected electron. TTiese 

restraints are superfluous in the recent com;iu'ing procedures 

as convergence of the hypergeometric functions involved is 

achieved for all values of q . k and a (B. H., ^59, Appendix 

Il.b(ii); Hansteen and Mosebekk, 1970, the Appendix). 

Finally, the atom!.: screening effect is accounted for 

by using a screened Coulomb potential for the atomic nucleus 

(Slater, J.930), and by Introducing the experimental election 

binding energies (bearden and Burr, 1967) in Eq. (9). 

Due to the impact parameter formulation o:' the .L3CA model, 

predictions of the projectile angular dependen-e of i,he Coulomb 

ionization cross sections was given back in 195S). In particular 

it was suggested that the decisive distance at low projectile 

energies should be the adiabatic radius 

1 flvi 
rad £ T0 " ~é ' < 2 6> 

and not the electron fipll radius as might be expected. 

This property is charac teristic for the Coulomb field and not 

for of er potentials such as for example the harmonic oscillator. 

Figure 2 serves as an illustration on this point, indicating 
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one possible K-she li ionization probability I as a function 
of the impact parameter in an adlabatic collision. The 
maximum contribution to the total Coulomb ionization cross 
section is given for projectiles with Impact parameters equal 
to 

"max = rad" <*7> 
In the adiabatic energy region p will be situated 

° "max 
deep inside the respective electron sir-il radii (Hansteen 
and Mosebekk, 1970; Brandt and Laube.-t, 1970). Furthermore, 
it is straightforwardly demonstrated that for increasing 
projectile energies the magnitude ot P m a x will also Increase. 
In the non-adiabatlc energy region p__ x will be in the 
vicinity of the Bohr radius of the electron shell under 
consideration. 

For adiabati-' collisions, with p_„ deep inside the 
max r 

pertinent electron shell radii and the electronic s wave func
tions being strongly involved, even the effect of the finite 
nuclear size cannot off-hand be disregarded. However, 
measurements performed with a -particle bombardment, strongly 
indicate the effect of the finite nuclear size on the 'oulomb 
ionization process to be negligible :'Jharma et al., 196f>). 

The effect of the °oulomb deflection is at present 
difficult to evaluate in the rases of L-, M-, and higher shell 
ionizations. A so-called tangential approximation procedure 
was tempor'-rily adopted to simulate the .inflection effect in 
such cases (Hansteen and Mosebekk, 1172). Using the straight-
line projectile path in the .3i;A formulation, each particular 
value of the impact parameter in the expressions is repla'-ed 
by the corresponding distance of closest approach. Thus, the 
impinging particle is treated as moving tangentially to the 
classical hyperbola in tiie point of closest approach to the 
atomic nucleus with veloclt" equal to the initial projectile 
velocity v., as indicated in Figure 1. This somewhat 
intuitive, although well Justifiable, procedure has most 
recently been substantiated by results-, from the PSS approach 
of Basbas and associates (1973b). However, according to these 
authors, the velocity escribed to the projectile in the 
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tangential path approximation should rather equal the 
velocity in th« point of closes approach. 

In M\ Interesting attempt, Brandt and coworkers (197J) 
have approximated the K-shell I'oulomb ionization probability 
in the straight line approximation, '"onslderlng only 
transitions to the continuum «-states, the 1 -function Is 
simulated bv the following analytical function, 

str.l. o 
(I„) • (1 * l<6i < l.yf x')exp(-2x), (28) 

p SCA 
p 

with x * - — . (?9) 
rad 

To account for the Coulomb deflection or the projectile in 
an approximate way, the impact parameter p in ! •;. (29) is 
replaced by a suitable mean distance or closest approach. 
For sufficiently large Impact parameter values, the 
expression in Eq. (28) appear to correlate experimental data 
for K-shell ionization by protons surprisingly well (Lund, 
197*). 

It has been pointed out by Bates and coworkers (1971, 
1971*) that the SCA model is difficult to use for computations, 
partially owing to the h'erachy of subsidiary conditions in 
the early version. Instead of the two-step multlpole expan
sion of the Coulomb interaction [cf. Eq. (13)], essentially 
the Fourier representation (flethe transformation) for this 
quantity is exploited (Bethe, 1930; Bethe and Jnokiw, 1968). 
The radial Integrals resulting from the latter procedure are 
strongly related to those in the iCA papers LB.H., 1959, 
App«ndix Il.b.(i)J. The said procedure appears lucid and is 
poscibly more suited for computational purposes. 

III. Selected results from the JCA model. 
A. Scaling laws and cross section.-, for Inn::r shell 

Coulomb Ionizations. 

Due to the form of f.he potential in Eq. (6), we 
obtain a very simple Z„ (projectile -large) scaling law for 
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atomic Coulomb excitation. We consider, as above, a 
projectile with mass M-, charge Z.e, and energy E,. ..tated 
In the straight Une SCA picture, we have the fallowing 
relation to the corresponding results ror protons with the ssme 
velocity. Thus 

L \ •• i 1 

with the simultaneous relaV -n between the kinetic energies, 

El = « W o t o n ' • Votor.' <50,b) 
This scaling law should be used with caution. Projectiles 
with high Z. values -annot be treated as point charges such 
as , rotons or a -particles. Furthermore, su'-h projectiles 
will produce multiple electron vacancies with Increasing 
probabilities, leading to changes in the t'luore? ence 
yields (Garcia e£ AI. , i'7.5; Stolterfoiit et al., 197^). 
This complicates at present the interpretation of measure
ments with high ?.. projectiles. (i-'.acdonald et al., 1973). 
Assume, nowever, a projectile with Z. « Z 2 and net 
necessarily completely stripped, to penetrate deep into the 
Inner shells of the target atom. Tn the case of e.g. K-shell 
Co.ilomb ionization, the projectile will a-t as a bare 
particle simply because its K-shell radius Is much greater 
than the K-shell radius of trie target atom. Under such 
circumstances the scaling law in Eqs. (JO) should be expected 

p to work. The shortcoming? of the 2 staling law are discussed 
by various authors (Basbas et al., 1971; Lewis et al., 1972). 
However, new ideas on the effect of projectile charge screening 
and the established variation Jf the fluorescence yields with 
the created electron-hole configuration, prevene definitive 
statements oh these shortcomings at present (St'lterfoht et al., 
1971»). In contrast to this, when ?.. a Z 2 and at lower 
projectile energies, the molecular orbit excitation mechanism 
can drastically change the cross sections and completely 
overshadow the simple Coulomb excitation. 
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A scaling property common to models using hydrogenic 
wave functions and experimental electron binding energies 
has rec.;..tly been systematized (Merzbacher and Lewis, 1958} 
Kocbach, 1973i Karmaker and Kocbach, 197-}). The scaling 
law may be extracted from the SCA picture in tne straight 
line approach. From inspection of the formulae in liqs. (ll) 
and (16) it follows that the decisive parameter in this 
case equals q /a where a is the considered inverse electron 
shell radius of the target atom. This leads to the construc
tion of universal cross section functions for ionization of 
the various sub-shells. The Coulomb ionization cross 
oejtions are found from the approximate expressions 

1 9A ZA °A - C A n Fn i ( V ; XA = - ^ - A • < 3 1 ) 

8A ZA A A nA ^ 1 

Here Z. denotes the screened target charge and 8 the ratio 
of experimental and ideal electron binding energies. The 
symbol A specifies the various sub-shells with n.,1„ being 
the hydrogenic quantum numbers and C, a simple constant. 
The universal functions nave been tabulated for non-
relativistic hydrogenlike wave functions for the K-, L-
and M- shells (Kocbach, 1975). In Figure j5 in demonstrated 
the use of the scaling law in hiqs. (̂ 1) for K-shell ionization 
by protons in comparison to experimental data. 

Total Coulomb ionization cross sections for K- and L-
shell ionizations by protons appear to be well explained 
by the various models. As an examp>5 may be quoted the very 
recent measurements of Datz and collaborators (1971*) on the 
ionization of the L sub-shells in gold by proton impact. 
The PWBA model as well as the S~A model account well for the 
observations. In fig. k is indicated a comparison between 
measurements and straight line SOA predictions. It should be 
emphasized that computations in tne PWBA picture with relativist!', 
electron wave functions further ii.iprove the agreement with 
experiments (Choi et al., 1975). The plateau in the 'S,, 2 

ionization cross section in Fig. H should be noted. The 
existence of this plateau has been anticipated {Merzbacher, 
1972; Hansteen and Mosebekk, 1972). Perhaps the most 



elucidating picture or the origin or this bump Is provided 
by the SCA model. Here one visualises trie main contributions 
to the total cros:; section to originate Iron the impact 
parameter region around r ̂  » (flv ),'Ah ana lens. The 
electron density profile reprodu.:ei in Pig. 5 chows that 
for low bombarding energies, wher small impact parameters 
are dominating, the ?s. ,., electro •; are the largest 
contributors to the cross section. r'or Increasing projectile 
energies ari the connected impact jarameter Increase, the 
2s..„ density profile passes a nodu, whereas the 2p«,„ if 
increasing monotonically in the same radial region. Thus, 
the bump in the 2s .„ curve may be interpreter) as a 
manifestation cf the 2s, ,•- density nod = . 

Not much experimental data are available on M X-rays 
produced in heavy particle collisions (e.g. busch et al., 1973). 
In Fig. 6 is reproduced some SCA predictions lor M-shell 
Coulomb ionizations in uranlu-, in comparing experimental 
data on M-shell Coulomb ionization with the present straight 
line SCA prediction;; on vacancy rormation probabilities, the 
following factors should be taken into consideration: i' The 
possible inaccuracies in the used L and K sub-shell fluorescence 
yields and the lack of knowledge of Cost cr-Kronig fractions 
(Bambynek et al., 197?). 2) The current SCA calculations are 
non-relativistlc. 3) Msregard of electron capture processes 
(Harrison et al. , 197:5). 

The energy distribution of the ''.oulomb ejected electrons 
by heavy particle impa'-t may be calculated from the various 
models. In particular the BKA model h'. s been useful in this 
respect (Rudd et al., 197-i Folkmami et al., 1974 a; Torburen, 
197*). 

B. Impact parameter dependences. 
Highly sensitive tests of the validity of the collision 

models for inne/.' shell ionizations are provided by the 
observed angular correlations between the scattered projectile 
and the induced characteristic X-rays. Striking confirmations 
of the SCA predictions Tor K-shell ionizations have been 
provided for proton impacts by the coincidence measurements 



of Laegsgaard et al. (197?) and by the extended meaoure-
ments of Brandt and coworkers (1973). It Is noteworthy 
that the latter group measured cross section data encom
passing 8 orders of magnitude, obtaining highly satisfactory 
agreement with the roughly approximated SCA formulae in 
Eqs. (28) and (29). In Fig. 7 is shown a comparison 
between the early Aarhus experiments and the SCA predictions 
with Coulomb deflection corrections included according to 
Eq. (21). There are no free parameters In the compulations. 
The value of the parameter H in this case is such that the 
conversion between the Impact parameter and the projectile 
scattering angle is reasonably well Justified (Bohr, 1948). 
The deviations In Fig. 7 between experimental and theoretical 
I valuer for small impact parameters are as; ribed to the 
relativistic electron density Increase in the vicinity of the 
nucleus. Obviously, in this case the deviations are of no 
importance when total cross sections are co..kerned, i.e. for 
the value of the integral 

°K " 2*/PVP-
The angular correlations for the ionization of the 

L sub-shells have been investigated in the straight version 

of the SOA model (Hansteen et al. , 197^ a). In Fig. 8 is 

demonstrated some predictions for the Coulomb ionization of 

the LJTT sub-shell. Depending on the bombarding energies, 

the angular dependences of the L ionization probabilities 

exhibit a pronounced structure. The bumps in the I curves 

are connected with the nodes in the radial wave functions 

of the target L-electrons. The existence of these bumps 

is in contrast to the K-shell ionization case, where the 

I (K) functions are represented by monotonically decreasing 

curves, similar for all projectile energies (Laegsgaard et al. , 

1972; Brånat et al., 1973). Measurements of proton-induced 

L-shell ionization in gold show fairly good agreement with 

the predicted overall shape of the I curves (Laegsgaard 

at al., 1971* a). However., the SCA calculations appear to 

overestimate the importance of distant collisions. Further, 

the calculated r, and o, cross sections appear to 
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be a factor l.f> - ? higher than the experimental values. 
This is not surprising, since relatlvlstlc effects In the 
K-shell electrons of the gold target should be expected. 
Comparison between the measured total L-shell Ionization 
probabilities on one side, and the prellctlons of the BEA 
model (McCulre and Omldvar, 19711. and the SCA picture on 
the other, appears to favour the latter approximation 
(Laegsgaard et al., 1971* b). In view of the rather artificial 
introduction of the Impact parameter In the former model, 
this is not unreasonable. Measurements of double 
differential cross sections for K-shell Ionization in 
silver, i.e. the quantity (JdoK/dlif) , appear to be in 
excellent agreement with the more c&mpleto SCA computa
tions (Xaegsgaard et al. , 197'* b), cf. also Section II, 
B, 2. 

A scaling procedure .• an be applied to the ionization 
probability, -.f. Section III, A. From generalized ionization 
probabilities, the quantities I for straight line paths 
may be written with earlier notation, 

V^A A A 

ZA 
pA = P KX' A o 

9 "J n 1 U A . P A), 
(3?) 

wl'.ere a i3 the Bohr radius, of the hydrogen atom. Series 
of tables for the quantities J„ , for tne K-, 1<-, and K-
shells are in preparation (Hansteen et al., r.971* b). auoh 
tables may provide useful standard .• for comparison with 
experiments and oth-̂ r models. 

In the above context the analysis of hohr (19^8) should 
be kept in mind, according to which th--: crucial inequality 
for the classical orbital treatment in the SCA picture is 
given in Eq. (5), i.e. v. » 1. .'lis analysis further proves 
the degree of accuracy possible by a classical description of 
the projectile to be given by 
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{6.6/e)2 > I/H, (35) 

with A6 denoting the uncertainty in the scattering angle. 
Owing to the quantum effects Indicate: by Eq. (~}1), some 
caution should be shown In the application of the results 
fr.'.n the oUA model giver, in ;.hls section. 

TV. Multiple Coulomb ionizations. 
The production of multiple inner shell vacancies by 

heavy charged ^articles has re-ently come into focus of 
interest. This phenomenon is of considerable importance 
for the study of X-ray satellites occurring in radiation 
spectra from collisions between heavy ions and atoms 
(Knudson et al., 1971; Burch et al., 1971» Saltmarsh et al., 
1972; Li et al., ;973). It has been suggested that the 
Coulomb ionization mechanism may play an important part 
and that the SCA model, among other models, might prove 
advantageous in this context. This view appears to be 
correct (Hansteen and Mosebekk, 197?; Hill, 197M. 

As in the preceeding sections I denotes the probability 
for removing one arbitrary electron by Coulomb ionization 
caused by a heavy charged projectile with impact parameter p. 
We let n denete the number of electrons in one particular 
electron shell. The basic assumption is made that the 
electrons move independently of each other. The probability 
for a fixed p to remove m electrons from the particular 
electron shell under study is under the assumption of a 
binomial distribution, 

„ m n-m 

The probi:'ullity for simultaneous Coulomb ejection of one 
K~electron and m arbitrary L-nhell electrors is then 
straightforwardly given by 



r, s, t , 
f (35) 

• u i P w it V I I I , J B £* V W » ) 
with r + s • t = m, and provided 

[l - i l p(L.)) ' ' - T , l. (35a) 

This lai.t condition may not always be fulfilled under 
conditions of physical interest. 

For double and higher Coulomb Ionizations we obtain 

Ip(KL) = Ip(K)lp(L), (36a) 

Ip(KL?)= JIp(K) {ip^D^il^lLj) + 

f (36b) 
+ I/CL^) • t i/d-nj)]} , 

Prom this extended SCA picture the total cross section 
for Coulomb ejection of one K- and m I/-shell electrons is 
given by 

CO 

°KL m ( h ] = 2™ J p d p X p ( K 1 ' m ) " (?7' 
o 

We may define a relative production rate for multiple to 
single ionizations with protons as projectiles, 

R i ( m ) - « W V W - ( 5 8 ) 

The relative production rate for heavy charged projectiles 
with equal velocity and in the straight line path approxima
tion is then given by 

« Z l
( m ) - Zx 2" \ { m ) > (39) 

with 2 1e being as usual the charge of the projectile. It 
should be particularly noted that the projectile here Is 
treated as a naked point charge. When the straight line path 
approximation gradually turns bad, the sealing law in Eq. (39) 



will represent an upper limit to the relative production 
rate. We quote some results from this extended 8CA model 
for multiple Coulomb ionizations by protons, deuteron» and 
a -particles. In Fig. 9 is shown how the SCA model in 
Impact parameter form makes possible a detailed analysis of 
the multiple Coulomb ionization process. Thus, the curves 
in Pig. 9 confirm the suggestion by Saltmarsh et al. (1972) 
that observed simultaneous K- and L-shell Coulomb ionizations 
originate from impact parameters deep Inside the L-electron 
shell. 

In Table I is given further numbers relevant to the double 
XL Coulomb ionization of copper by protons. Note that the 
maximum of the ratio °m/°|? i s "ached at roughly tt>e 
energy where °i(Ei) n a s i t s maximum, 1..;. when the orbital 
velocity of the L-electron approximate^ equals the projectile 
velocity. This is Juat as hinted by Saltmarsh et al. (197<?) 
and well understandable from the simple-minded SCA picture, 
cf. Eq. (36a) above. 

Model calculationrs show that the ratio <Vi/cy decreases 
with Increasing target charge Zpe. Moreover, to a good 
approximation this ratio should increase with the projectile 
charge as Z, . From Kqs. id (39) with m«l follows 

« W V / ° K < E I > ' "?[* K i ( 1 ) - < 4 0 ) 

In Fig. 10 is shown how thlb ratio varies for an iron target 
bombarded oy deuterons and a -particles as a function of the 
project!] energy per nucleon. Comparison is made with 
predictioi "" om the BEA model and the SCA model. At least 
these two p tures appear to work reasonably well for multiple 
Coulomb ionizations induced by completely stripped light ions. -

V. Selected background effects. 
From the beginning of the systematic studies of atomic 

Coulomb excitations several types of annoying background 
radiations have necessitated special attention (Huus and 
Zupanclc, 1953J Huus et al.. 1956). The situation gets 
extremely more complicated in case the projectile Is carrying 
its own electrons into the collision. It appears that the 
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best understanding of the background effects of X-ray 
character In atomic Coulomb Ionization phenomena is 
achieved by considering bombarding protons in the energy 
region of the order of 1 MeV and target atoms not too 
light, i.e. Z2>, 13. (Folkmann et al., 1971» a). In this 
case the multip'r Coulomb vacancy production is small. 
Further, the molecular orbital excll.ntion mechanism for 
inner shell ionizations is not occurring (Barat and Lichten, 
1072). Under such circumstances the dominating /i-ray 
background radiations are of the following types. 
1) Bremsstrahlung from Coulomb ejected secondary alectrons 

(Indirect bremsstrahlung). 
2) bremsstrahlung from the projectile 
3) Coropton scattering of 1 -rays from (Coulomb) excited 

states in the target nucleus. 
Some very recent observation; (E'olkmann et al., 197^ a,b) 

seem to be well described on the basis of these assumptions 
and application of well known theoretical '-oti'-epts (Alder et al., 
1956). 

He shall briefly comment on the first two types of back
ground radiations. The first type, i.n. the bremsstrahlung 
from the secondary electrons, is the most important one. 
The cross section fir the .oulomb production of secondary 
electrons enter into the expression for the corresponding 
bremsstrahlung production cross sectior. Kxpressions from 
the BEA- og PWBA-models have here proved useful. It should 
further be noted that the production cross section of secondary 

p electrons scale like Z . As a function of the radiation 
energy E the projectile bremsstrahlung cross section is 
nearly flat as compared to the indirect brens;.trahlung, which 
is peaked around smaller spectral energies. The direct 
bremsstrahlung of the projectile should be found mainly with 
protons es projectiles, lolng negligible for heavier charged 
particle Impacts. This fits well with observations at lower 
energies. However, bombardments with heavier projectiles 
(a -particles etc.) at higher energies yield considerabie 
amounts of high energy radiation background. Tt seems that 
other processes take over the role of projectile bremsstrahlung 
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and liKe that have a weak dependence on the spectral energy 
E . One possibility is that the radiative electron capture, 
REC, here comes into play (Schnopper and coworkers, 1972). 
By this is meant that the completely or highly stripped projec
tile ion can capture a free or weakly bound target electron 
directly into a K-shell vacancy with subsequent emission of 
X-ray photons. A detailed knowledge of these background 
effects tn a-omic Coulomb excitation has proved useful in 
several respects. One is the practical implications connected 
with the recently developed multi-element trace analysis by 
Proton Induced X-ray Emission,"PIXE", (Akselsson and 
Johansson, 1971» and reference; quoted therein). It turns out 
that protons are by far the most advantageous projectile 
for this type of extremely sensitive micro analysis 
(Folkmann et al., 107^ b). Neither electron bombardment nor 
use of heavier ions turn out to be as suitable as protons 
in producing characteristic X-rays for trace element analysis. 

VI. Tentative rut\>re aspects and conclusions. 
It appears that within their respective regions of 

validity the various pictures of the atomic t?oulomb excitation 
by bare incident nuclei to a large extent have yielded 
satisfactory descriptions of experimental riata. With the 
most recent results from heavy ion physics, this particular 
branch of collision physics probably now (197*0 is reaching a 
turning point. In the multitude of phenomena accompanying a 
general Ion-atom collision, it remains an open question how 
important the atoric Coulomb excitation mechanism will turn 
out to be. 

Recoil effects in solid targets have proved important 
in the int*r; citation of data on heavy-ion-indu-ed inner shell 
vacancy production in solids (Taulbjerg and coworkers, 1973). 
The measured generalized X-ray production cross sections in 
these cases consist of a projectile contribution from direct 
collisions with the target atom together with a contribution 
caused by the recoiling target atom. This opens up the 
possibility of studying processes in which the incident ion 
has one or more inner shell vacancies, possibly Coulomb 
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produced in a preceeding violent collision (Saris et al., 
1972). Analyzing the characteristic K X-rays from a 
titanium target bombarded by Ne ant? N + ions. Saris and 
Sigmund (1971») conclude that Coulomt induced X-ray 
effects cannot tie discarded in these complicated types 
of collisions; in certain cases they may even dominate. 
Perhaps still more t'.ought provoking, Groeneveld and 
coworkers (IS^k) have investigated X-ray spectra from the 
process Ne + •* Si with impact energies from 0.3 to 1.9 MeV. 
It is observed the characteristic and probably couloir.b 
excited K-line from the silicium target together with the 
quasi-molecular K X-ra/s from the combined system of 
recoiling and struck Si* - Si atoms. This is at least 
a consistent and reasonably well-founded interpreation 
of the data. The interplay between Coulomb induced and 
molecular orbital phenomena appear? ;iere to be strikingly 
demonstrated. An explanation of the impact parameter and 
energy dependences of the united atom phenomena in such 
collisions represents a challenge to the more advanced 
collision models and should deepen our understanding of 
such complicated processes. 

It has been pointed out that inner shell Coulomb 
ionization processes in collisions between very heavy atoms, 
e.g. „ 2U •* q o U , might be crucial for a possible test of 
quantum electro-dynamics of strong fields. (Peltz et al., 
1973). Because of lack of electron vacancies in the higher 
orbitals like the L- or M-shells, a f'ano-Lichten K-electron 
promotion mechanism might at first glance appear highly 
unlikely in such collisions. It has been suggested to make 
use of the recoil effects from a uranium atom which has been 
Coulomb ionized in the K-shell by a lighter projectile In an 
earlier collision (Saris, 1973).' In the spirit of these 
reasonings, Bur^h and coworkers (197'») have used highly 
stripped chlorine ions [in average ,_C.l -3+ J of energy 50 -
100 MeV in combination with coincidences between the scattered 
projective and the characteristic X-rays, to treasure the 
K-ionization of a lead target [Z«- 8rJ. A fortuitous 
agreement with straight line SUA calculations with 
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non-relativlct: electron wave functions is the somewhat 
surprising out -.me of computations. However, inclusion of 
hyperboli •• projectile pnths and use of relativistlc 
electron ..r-.ve furctions in the SCA approach will probably 
contribute substantially to an improved understanding of 
such protesjer, .-ind also to demonstrate the limitations of 
the pre.-.̂ r.t nortel . In the future is needed a fully 
relativist!-- tre ,i.«ent of these ionization processes, 
presumably ba>?c on a two-centered Dirac equation (Milller 
et al., :o,'ri 

Rese-ir. lie '< i ^eyerhof and coworkers (197^ a, b) 
on the K .-.••>;.>/ ;i c >c. ui-tion in nearly symmetri-- ^Z.Ttz Z ] 
heavy ioa '.'. -:..n; may introduce new features and insights 
in the di . ..:,.•-.: i -if reaction mechanisms in this type of 
atomic, coj ". : :..;•>.- TY.e relationship between the atomic-
Coulomb ex - i • a I--- arid various types of molecular orbital 
excitation •!.-.- ;ir-.. -ms still has to be further investigated, 
in particu;-.i.' -if. •-. -wperlmental evidence is rapidiy 
accumulati;;,;. 

In cc.'-.ln J. v •'. is rather rer.a.rkable how far one 
has been abl-i v; • •vr-r.t-2 in understanding aided by the few 
simple-minde-i .-n. -ei • of the atomic Coulomb excitation process. 
These models : <r-- .'-.--•veri as highly useful tools, yielding 
results far b"/ ..- ; initial expectations. One should now 
be prepared ;'•;]• -id'-.-ul 'hanges in the theoretical notions 
connected wit.-i •'• . general ion-atom collisions. For instance, 
in contrast to -i" :ariier basic assumptions, it is by no 
means certain .f:<h t.he de-excitation of a ignited atom complex 
with an inner -M.^-.I vacancy can be consiJered separately from 
the initial ic.:. tico. process. This because the life time of 
the vacancy m-- > ie • c.-.pj< cab Le to or even shorter than the 
collision tim-; C'oyarhof, -J.974 a; Smith et al., 1971). Such 
possibilities ••-;: i -1 imply highly increased complications in 
theoretical trr-t -juts. Nevertheless, the simple workable 
pictures on jit.viic Coulomb excitation seem to provide a firm 
basis for -"uture work in tniB rapldiy advancing research field. 
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elucidating picture of the origin of this bump is provided 
by the SCA model. Here one visualizes v he main contributions 
to the total cros ; section to originate Iron the Impact 
parameter region around r = Kfiv ),'M-. and lers.i. The 
<;leccron density profile reproduce'! ri Fig. 5 shows that 
for low bombarding energies, wher small impart parameters 
are dominating, the ?s. ,,, electro •• are the largest 
contributors to the fross section. For increasing projectile 
energies ar-J the connected impact i arameter increase, the 
2s ± /„ density profile pas.es a noiiu, whereas the 2p ,„ is 
increasing monotonically in the same r.'idlal region. Thus, 
the bump in the ;:s, , 2 curve may be in .erpret.erl as a 
manifestation cf the Ps, / ? density non;. 

Not much experimental data are available on M X-rays 
produced in heavy particle collisions (e.g. busch et al., 1973). 
In Fig. 6 is reproduced some SCA predictions for H-shell 
Coulomb ionizations in uranlur. in comparing experimental 
data on M-shell Coulomb ionization with the present straight 
line SCA prediction:; on vacancy formation probabilities, the 
following factors should be taken *nto consideration: 1̂  The 
possible inaccuracies in the used L and K sub-shell fJuorescence 
yields and the lack of knowledge of Costor-Kronig fractions 
(Bambynek et al., 197?). 2) The current scA calculations are 
non-relativistic. •}) Msregarrt of electron capture processes 
(Harrison et al. , 1Q7.-5). 

The energy distribution •.•< the • oulomb ejected electrons 
by heavy particle impact may be -:%i. ulktert from the various 
models. In particular the isF'A ncdd h'.s been useful in this 
respect (Rudd et al. , 1()7^; Kn] icnann pt. -i 1., 3974 a; Torburen, 
1974). 

B. Impact parameter dependences. 
Highly sensitive tests of the validity of the collision 

nodels for inner shell conizations are provided by the 
observed angular correlations between the 3~atterej projectile 
ai d the induced characteristic X-rays. Striking confirmations 
of the SCA predictions for K-shell ionizations have been 
pro/id^d for proton impacts by the coincidence measurements 
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of Laegsgaard et al. (197?) and by the extended meanure-
raents of Brandt and coworkers (1973). It is noteworthy 
that the latter group measured cross section data encom
passing 8 orders of magnitude, obtaining highly satisfactory 
agreement with the roughly approximated SOA formulae in 
Eqs. (28) and (29). In fig. 7 is shown a comparison 
between the early Aarhus experiments and the 3CA predictions 
with Coulomb deflection corrections included according to 
Eq. (21). There are no free parameters in the computations. 
The value of the parameter H in this case is such that the 
conversion between the impact parameter and the projectile 
scattering angle is reasonably well justified (Bohr, 19^8). 
The deviations in Fig. 7 between experimental and theoretical 
I values for small impact parameters are ascribed to the 
relativistic electron density increase in the vicinity of the 
nucleus. Obviously, in this case the deviations are of no 
importance when total cross sections are cc:.kerned, i.e. for 
the value of the integral 

°K " 2*/pVr. 
The angular correlations for the ionization of the 

L sub-shells have been investigated in the straight version 
of the SCA model (Hansteen et al., 197** a). In Fig. 8 is 
demonstrated some predictions for the Coulomb ionization of 
the LJJ, sub-shell. Depending on the bombarding energies, 
the angular dependences of the L ionization probabilities 
exhibit a pronounced structure. The bumps in the I curves 
are connected with the nodes in the radla] wave functions 
of the target L-electrons. The existence of these bumps 
is in contrast to the K-shell ionization case, where the 
I (K) functions are represented by monotonically decreasing 
curves, similar for all projectile energies (Laegsgaard et al., 
1972; Brandt et al., 1973). Measurements of proton-induced 
L-shell ionization in gold show fairly good agreement with 
the predicted overall shape of the I i-urves (Laegsgaard 
qt al., 197^ a). However, the SCA calculations appear to 
overestimate the importance of distant collisions. Further, 
the calculated c and o L cross sections appear to 
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be a factor 1.5-2 higher than the experimental values. 
This is not surpris.lig, since relatlvistic effects In the 
K-shell electrons of the gold target should be expected. 
Comparison between the measured total 1̂ -shell ionization 
probabilities on one side, and the predictions of the BEA 
model (McOuire and Omidvar, 1971!; and the SCA picture on 
the other, appears to favour the latter approximation 
(Laegsgaard et al., 1971* b). In view of the rather artificial 
Introduction of the impact parameter in the former model, 
this is not unreasonable. Measurements of double 
differential cross sections for K-shell ionization in 
silver, i.e. the quantity (fdo,./dE ) , appear to be in 
excellent agreement with the more complete SCA computa
tions (laegsgaard et al., 1971* b), cf. also Section II, 
B, 2. 

A scaling procedure can be applied to the ionization 
probability, -:f. Section III, A. from generalized ionization 
probabilities, the quantities 1 for straight line paths 
may be written with earlier notation, 

1 
J p * CA s ., 2 - ..,xA 

WA^A A A 
<3 n,.l,., ( XA' ''A 5' 

(32) 

PA = P 
ZA 

where a i3 the Bohr radijus. of the hydrogen atom. Series 
of tables for the quantities J_ * for the K-, L-, and K-

nA -A shells are In preparation (Hansteen et al. , '.Sl1* b). cjuch 
tables may provide useful standard:* for comparison with 
experiments and oth^r models. 

In the above context the analysis of Bohr (ig'lS) should 
be kept in .,iind, according to which th-s crucial inequality 
for the classical orbit/1 treatment in the SCA picture Is 
given in Eq. (5), i.e. n » 1. .His analysis further proves 
the degree of accuracy possible by a classical description of 
the projectile to be given by 
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(ae/e)2 > I/H, (53) 

with A9 denoting the uncertainty in the scattering angle. 
Owing to the quantum effects indicated by liq. (33), some 
caution should be shown In the application of the results 
fro.n the 6CA. model giver, in ;.his section. 

TV. Multiple Coulomb ionizations. 
The production of multiple inner shell vacancies by 

heavy charged particles has re-ently come into focus of 
interest. This phenomenon is of considerible importance 
for the study of X-ray satellites occurring in radiation 
spectra from collisions between heavy ions and atoms 
(Knudson et al. , 1971; Surch et al., 1971; Saltmarsh et al., 
1972; Li et al., 1973). It has been suggested that the 
Coulomb ionization mechanism may play an important part 
and that the SCA model, among other models, might prove 
advantageous in this context. This view appears to be 
correct (Hansteen and Mosebekk, 197?; Hill, 1971*). 

As in the preceeding sections I denotes the probability 
for removing one arbitrary electron by Coulomb ionization 
caused by a heavy charged projectile with impact parameter p. 
We let n dencte the number of electrons in one particular 
electron shell. The basic assumption is made that the 
electrons move independently of each other. The probability 
for a fixed p to remove m electrons from the particular 
electron shell under study is under the assumption of a 
binomial distribution, 

n m n-m 

The probability for simultaneous Coulomb ejection of one 
K-electron and m arbitrary l<-shell electrons Is then 
straightforwardly given by 



Ip(H.») - Ip(K). I . r j ( g | ( t ; \ 
r, s , t | 

Y (35) 

* [i W j r ti ip(4i> J" [T V h u " * • i 
with r + s * t = m, and provided 

il - j Ip(L i
,J ? _ r , - 1- (35a) 

This latt condition may not always be fulfilled under 
conditions of physical interest. 

Por double and higher Coulomb ionizations we obtain 

Ip(KL) = Ip(K)lp(L), (56a) 

I (KL?)= il (K) {ip^L^iilp^Lj) + 

•• (36b) 
• i p

2 ( L l I ) + t :/(L n i))l , 

From this extended SCA picture the total cross section 
for Coulomb ejection of one K- and m 1,-shell electrons is 
given by 

00 

°KLro(V = 2*/pdp VKL 1"). (37) 
o 

We may define a relative production rate for multiple to 
single ionizations with protons as projectiles, 

Vm ) - w v / v v - 3̂8) 
The relative production rate for heavy charged projectiles 
with equal velocity and in the straight line path approxima
tion is then given by 

R Z l
( m ) = Z 1

2 m R^"* , (39) 

with Zxe being as usual the charge of the projectile. It 
should be particularly noted that the projectile here is 
treated as a naked point charge. When the straight line path 
approximation gradually turns bad, the scaling law In Eq, (39) 



will represent an upper limit to the relative production 
rate. We quote some ^jsults from this extended SCA modal 
for multiple Coulomb ionizations by protons, deuterona and 
a 'particles. In Fig. 9 Is shown how the SCA model in 
Impact parameter form makes possible a detailed analysis of 
the multiple Coulomb ionization process. Thus, the curves 
in Fig. 9 confirm the suggestion by Saltmarsh et al. (1972) 
that observed simultaneous K- and L-shell Coulomb Ionizations 
originate from impact parameters deep Inside the L-electicr. 
shell. 

In Table 1 Is given further numbers relevant to the double 
KL Coulomb ionization of copper by protons. Note that the 
maximum of the ratio 0 K J / ° K i s r e a c n e d a t roughly the 
energy where °i(Ei) has its maximum, 1..;. when the orbital 
velocity of the L-electron approximately equals the projectile 
velocity. This is Just as hinted by Saltmarsh et al.(1972) 
and well understandable from the simple-minded 5CA picture, 
cf. Eq. (36a) above. 

Model calculations show that the ratio <VI/ 0K decreases 
with increasing target charge Zpe. Moreover, to a good 
approximation this ratio should increase with the projectile 
charge as z/. From Kqs. (38) and (39) with m«l follows 

d K L ( E l ) / o K ( E l } " H Z ( 1 > / Z l 2 = R 1 U ) - < 4 0 ) 

In Fig. 10 is shown how this ratio varies for an iron target 
bombarded by deuterons <ond a -particles as a function of the 
projectile energy per nucleon. Comparison is made with 
predictions from the BEA model and the SCA model. At least 
these two pictures appear to work reasonably well for multiple 
Coulomb ionizations induced by completely stripped light Ions. -

V. Selected background effects. 
From the beginning of the systematic studies of atomic 

Coulomb excitations several types of annoying background 
radiations have necessitated special attention (Huus and 
Zupancic, 1953; Huus et ai., 1956). The situation gets 
extremely more complicated in case the projectile Is carrying 
its own electrons Into the collision. It appears that the 
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best understanding of the background effects of X-ray 
character in atomic Coulomb ionization phenomera is 
achieved by considering bombarding protons in the energy 
region of the order of 1 MeV and target atoms not too 
light, i.e. Z2>, 13. (FolKmann et al., 197^ a). In this 
case the multlp't- Coulomb vacancy production is small. 
Further, the molecular orbital axoli.Ation mechanism for 
inner shell ionizations is not occurring (Barat and Lichten, 
1072). Under such circ^instances the dominating A-ray 
background radiations are of the following types. 
1) Bremsstr^hlung from Coulomb ejected secondary electrons 

(indirect bremsstrahlung). 
2) Bremsstrahlung from the projectil-
3) Jompton scattering of y -rays from (Coulomb) excited 

states in the target nucleus. 
Some very recent observation i (Folkmann et al., l 0 ^ a,b) 

seem to be well described on the basis of these assumptions 
and application of wnll known theoretical concepts (Alder et at., 
i-956). 

We shall briefly comment on the first two types of back
ground radiations. The first type, i.e. the bremsstrahlung 
from the secondary electrons, is the most important one. 
The cross section for the ..'oulomb production of secondary 
electrons enter into the expression for the corresponding 
bremsstrahlung production cross sectior. Kxpressions from 
the BEA- og PWBA-models have here proved useful. It should 
further be noted that the production cror.s section of secondary 

p electrons scale like Z . As a function of the radiation 
energy E the projectile bremsstrahlung cross section is 
nearly flat as compared to the indirect breras.-.trahluhg, which 
is peaked around smaller spectral energies. The direct 
bremsstrahlung of the projectile should be found mainly with 
protons as projectiles, Velng negligible for heavisr charged 
particle Impacts. This fits well with observations at lower 
energies. However, bombardments with heavier project.lles 
(a -particles etc.) at higher energies yield considerable 
amounts of high energy radiation background. Tt seems that 
other processes take over the role of projectile bremsstrahlung 
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and like that have a weak dependence on the spectral energy 
E . One possibility is that the radiative electron capture, 
REC, here comes into play (dchnopper and coworkers, 1972). 
By this is meant that the completely or highly stripped projec
tile ion can capture a free or weakly bound target electron 
directly into a K-shell vacancy with subsequent emission of 
X-ray photons. A detailed knowledge of these background 
effects in atomic Joulomb excitation has proved useful in 
several respects. One is the practical implications connected 
with the recently developed multi-element trace analysis by 
Proton Induced X-ray Emission,"PIXE", (Akselsson and 
Johansson, 1974 and reference:; quoted therein). It turns out 
that protons are by far the most advantageous projectile 
for this type of extremely sensitive micro analysis 
(Folkmann et al., 1974 b). Neither electron bombardment nor 
use of heavier ions turn out to be as suitable as protons 
in producing characteristic X-rays for trace element analysis. 

VI. Tentative future aspects and conclusions. 
It appears that within their respective regions of 

validity the various pictures of the atomic Coulomb excitation 
by bare incident nuclei to a large extent have yielded 
satisfactory descriptions of experimental Tata. With the 
most recent results from heavy ion phy3ics, this particular 
branch of collision physics probably now (±974) is reaching a 
turning point. In the multitude of phenomena accompanying a 
general Ion-atom collision, it remains an open question how 
important the atopic Coulomb excitation mechanism will turn 
out to be. 

Recoil effects in solid targets have proved important 
in the lnt*"-; '--station of data on heavy-ion-induced inner shell 
vacancy production in solids (Taulbjerg and coworkers, 1975). 
The measured generalized X-ray production cross sections in 
these cases consist of a projectile contribution from direct 
collisions with the target atom together with a contribution 
caused by the recoiling target atom. This opens up the 
possiolllty of studying processes in which the incident Ion 
has one or more Inner shell vacancies, possibly Coulomb 
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produced in a proceeding violent collision (Saris et al., 
197?). Analyzing the characteristic K X-rays from a 
titanium target bombarded by Ne anc N + iouc, saris and 
Sigmund (1971») conclude that Coulomt induced x-ray 
effects cannot be discarded in these complicated types 
of collisions; in certain cases they iiay even dominate. 
Perhaps still more t' ought provoking, Groeneveld and 
coworkers (197't) have investigated X-ray spectra from the 
process Ne + •* Si with impact energies from 0.5 to 1.9 MeV. 
It is observed the characteristic and probably Coulomb 
excited K-line from the silicium target together with the 
quasi-molecular K X-ra/s from the combined system of 
recoiling and struck Si - Si atoms. This is at least 
a consistent and reasonably well-founded interpreatlon 
of the data. The interplay between Coulomb Induced and 
molecular orbital phenomena appear." nere to be strikingly 
demonstrated. An explanation of the impact parameter and 
energy dependences of the united atom phenomena in such 
collisions represents a challenge Lo the more advanced 
collision models and should deepen our understanding of 
such complicated processes. 

It has been pointed out that inner shell Coulomb 
ionization processes Jn collisions between very heavy atoms, 
e.g. „pU -• „U, might be crucial for a possible test of 
quantum electro-dynamics of strong fields. (Peltz et al., 
1975). Because of lick of electron vacancies in the nigher 
orbitals like the L- or M-shells, a Fano-Lichten K-electron 
promotion mechanism might at first glance appear highly 
unlikely in such collisions. It has been suggested to make 
use of the recoil effects from a uranium atom which has been 
Coulomb ionized in the K-shell by a lighter projectile in an 
earlier collision (Saris, 1973).' In the spirit of these 
reasonings, B w h and coworkers (197M have used highly 
stripped chlorine ions [in average 1 ?CJ 3 + J of energy 50 -
100 MeV in combination with rolneldences between the scattered 
projectile and the characteristic X-rays, to measure the 
K-ionization of a lead target [Z«> 6rJ. A fortuitous 
agreement with straight line 3CA calculations with 
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non-relatlvisti .- electron wave functions is the somewhat 
surprising outcome of computations. However, inclusion of 
hyperbolic projectile paths and use of relatlvlstic 
electron ...ive fur.ctions in the SCA approach will probably 
contribute substantially to an Improved understanding of 
such pro-cesses and also to demonstrate the limitations of 
the present models. In the future is needed a fully 
relativist!'' t.re:.t.ment of these ionization processes, 
presumably ba-ie» on a two-centered Dlrac equation (Muller 
et al., W.-i). 

Rese-.rvue-. cy Feyerhof and coworkers {197k a, b) 
on the K .-.->• ay production in nearly symmetric ['Z.r̂  Z ~j 
heavy ion c 1 !.:-•;-:.n s may introduce new features and insights 
in the di .- ut,;r.c i of reaction mechanisms in this type of 
atomic coil '. .%;;•)- ; The relationship between the atomic 
Coulomb ex : i ta-.ic, and various types of molecular orbital 
excitation n;«.'-'.-an; .-ms still has to be further investigated, 
in particu! .1/ :-.n • >* experimental evidence is rapid • y 
accumulating. 

In conclu i\ -•:•. it. is rather rer.arkable how far one 
has been able V . •vr.nc-2 in understanding aided by the few 
simple-minded ;n. -ej :. of the atomic Coulomb excitation process. 
These models : -n\ -•> f-.s--.-ved as highly useful tools, yielding 
results far b";/..: 1 initial expectations. One should now 
be prepared for - -idi -al changes in the theoretical notions 
connected witn -. r . general ion-atom collisions. For instance, 
in contrast to ,-ie ;urlier basic assumptions, it is by no 
means certain ~,:v<t -.hp de-excitation of a united atom complex 
with an inner -.-.(,i_. 1 vacancy can be constJered separately from 
the initial lc.-i.. tior. pro-<»ss. This because the life time of 
the vacancy ma» ' •-. -c.".pnrabLe to or even shorter than the 
collision tlm-; (: e-yerhof, 1974 aj Smith et al., 1974). Such 
possibilities v :• 1 ,d imply highly increased complications in 
theoretical t.nv t -?nts. nevertheless, the simple workable 
pictures on ato-iic Coulomb excitation seem to provide a firm 
basis for ."uture work in this rapidly advancing research field. 
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Table I 

Multiple Coulomb Ionizationa for H¥ - Cu 

E l K °K °KL °KI/°K 
i 

(MeV) (No dim.) (Barns) (Barns) (x 102) (Kp x Barns) 

0.5 13 5." 0.12 3.5 1.47 
l. 9 26 1.1 4.2 1.79 
2. 6 131 *.5 5.7 :.55 
5. U t8l 9." 1.95 0.35 

10. 3 772 0.1 1.05 0.53 

a Evaluated from the straight line SCA model. 



Figure captions. 

Fig. 1. classical picture of the atomic Coulomb ionization 
process with hyperbolic projectile paths. The tangent to the 
hyperbola in the point of closest approach refers to one 
possible approximation method indicated in Section II, B, 2 
to correct for the Coulomb deflection of the projectile. 

Fig. 2. The ionization probability I for ejection of a 
K-shell electron as a function of the Impact parameter In the 
straight line SCA picture for an adiabatic collision. The K-
shell Bohr radius of the target atom is denoted by r„. 

Fig. 3. The total K-shell Coulomb ionization cross sections 
from proton bombardment scaled according to Vie straight line 
SCA model (Kocbach, 1973). The experimental data are from: 
(a) Bisslnger et al. (1972); (b) Lin et al, (1973); (c) Winthers 
et al. (1973); (d) and (e) Bisslnger et al. (1970). 

Fig. 4. Total L sub-shell ionization cross sections induced 
by protons impinging on a gold target as functions of the 
projectile energy. The experimental values are after Dat.z et al. 
(1974). The dashed curves are predictions from a straight line 
SCA calculation with non-relativistlc electron wave functions. 

Fig. 5. The radial electron density distribution functions 
for the L sub-shells in gold. The curves are based on 
calculations with relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater wave functions 
after T.A.Carlson (unpublished) and quoted by Liatz et al. (197^)-

Fig. 6. The calculated Mj, M,», MJJJ. M I V, and My sub-sheH 
and total M-shell Coulomb ionization cross sections for protons 
impinging on a uranium target as functions of the projectile 
energy, from the straight line UCA model (Karmaker, 1-97̂ *). 



Fig. 7. Comparison between measurements and predicted SCA 
values of the K-shell Ionization probability for 2 MeV proton 
impacts on a silver target, experimental values after 
Laegsgaard et al. (1972); theoretical values after Hansteen 
and Mosebekk (1973). 

Fig, 8. The LJTT sub-shell Coulomb ionization probabilities 
I ( LTTT' a s '"unctions of the impact parameter for protons 
bombarding a lead target (Hansteen et al., 197'ta). 

Fig. 9. Impact parameter dependences of single and 
multiple Coulomb ionizations produced by 1 MeV protons on a 
copper target. The Bohr radii of the K- and L-shell, r K 

and r,, are indicated. 

Fif. 10. Comparison of experimental and theoretical relative 
production rates for the KL Coulomb Ionization of an iron 
target as functions of the proje tile energy per nucleon. 
Experimental data on deuterons and a - particles after Li et 
al. (1973). Theoretical values according to the BEA model are 
given by Fansen (1973), and those of the SCA picture for protons 
after the prescription of Hansteen and Mosebekk (1972). 
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